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ABSTRACT
Scientists, health care professionals and the general public have all raised concerns about the potential
health impact natural and manmade sources bioaerosols. In response in september 2012 the Natural
Environmental Research Council and public health England jointly funded a workshop to review the
‘sources, quantification and health implications of bioaerosols’. The organising committee for the workshop
identified five priority areas-(1) bioaerosol identification and quantification methodology, (2) bioaerosol
sources, (3) health effects of bioaerosols, (4) extreme events, risk assessment and mediation and (5)
bioaerosol dispersion and modelling. The primary purpose was to bring together experts to report on recent
research and identify research gaps where increased knowledge would improve risk understanding and
public health. This report summarises the presentations, the main discussion points and key conclusions that
emerged during the workshop.
Keywords: Bioaerosols, Health, Dispersion, Modelling

1. INTRODUCTION

conditions promote the survival and growth of fungi
(mold) in the indoor environment. Several species in the
genera Alternaria, Aspergillus, Penicillium and
Cladosporium have been reported in studies of molddamaged buildings (Andersen et al., 2011; Polizzi et al.,
2009). It has become increasingly recognised that the
allergenic and pathogenic potential of fungi is highly
dependent on the species within a genus. However,
species-level resolution is extremely challenging given
the diversity and large number of species. For example
the genus Alternaria in cludes approximately 300 species
(Seifert and Gams, 2011). In addition to natural sources,
bioaerosols may originate from human activities, such as

Bioaerosols are airborne viable and non-viable
biological particles (e.g., fungi, bacteria, pollen and
viruses), their fragments and by-products. Although
bioaerosols are ubiquitous in all environments, the
concentration and composition of bioaerosols emitted
from natural sources (e.g., animals, man, soil, plants
and fungi) depends on several factors, including
geographic location, weather, season and time of day
(Bertolini et al., 2013; Brodie et al., 2007; Fierer et al.,
2008; Lee et al., 2010). There has been sufficient
evidence, for example, that warm, damp and humid
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bring together leading UK experts from academia,
government and industry to report on the most recent
research findings and to identify knowledge gaps where
future research is needed. There were also a number of
talks from researchers and academics from across
Europe since the issues that surround bioaerosols in the
UK are most likely to be of relevance to all European
Countries. The following report summarises the
discussions and conclusions from each of the five
themes and outlines the main concerns and challenges
identified by attendees that must be addressed.

industry, farming, waste disposal and agriculture. In
recent years there has been a strong shift towards more
sustainable waste disposal practices, such as composting
and recycling, particularly following the adoption of the
European Union (EU) landfill directive (1993/31/EC).
Under the landfill directive, targets have been set to
reduce the amount of biodegradable municipal waste
being sent for disposal to landfills to 75% of 1995 levels
by 2020. However, a consequence of this transition
towards more sustainable forms of waste management
has been increasing concern about the potential health
risks associated with bioaerosols emitted from
composting sites. The complexity associated with the
evidence based regulation of bioaerosols was articulated
in the workshop with the presentation of Dr Rob
Kinnersley who outlined the challenges faced by the
environment agency in regulating bioaerosols from
composting and intensive farming sites. Major
knowledge gaps in hazard characterisation and exposure
assessment, however, have made it difficult to carry out
an objective evaluation of risk. Furthermore there needs to
be a consideration of the future effects of climate change
on the bioaerosol exposure. Increases in the intensity and
frequency of extreme weather events and consequently to
impacts on bioaerosol dispersion have already been
observed (D’Amato et al., 2013; Gioulekas et al., 2004).
However, to address these concerns it is clear that much
greater understanding of exposure is required and for this
improved methods to quantitatively and qualitatively
analyse bioaerosol samples are needed.
On September 13/14, 2102 the Natural
Environmental Research Council (NERC; an executive
non-departmental public body in Britain; Polaris House,
North Star Avenue, Swindon, SN21EU, UK) and Health
Protection Agency (now; Public Health England;
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 0RQ, UK) jointly funded
the first ever dedicated workshop to review the ‘sources,
quantification and health implications of bioaerosols at
the University of Birmingham. Spread over one and a
half days, this workshop consisted of presentations by
invited speakers as well as small break-out group
discussions on focussed topics related to bioaerosols.
There were five main areas of focus during the
workshop: (1) Bioaerosol sampling and quantification
methodology, (2) bioaerosol sources, (3) health effects of
bioaerosols, (4) extreme events, risk assessment and
mediation and, (5) aerosol dispersion and modelling. The
overall objective of this UK-based workshop was to
Science Publications

2. MEETING REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Bioaerosol Sampling and Quantification
Methodology
For the analysis and precise quantification of
bioaerosols, it is first important to obtain bioaerosol
samples that accurately represent the wider environment
from which they were taken. There are presently no
standardised methods for bioaerosol sampling. Martin
Gallagher (University of Manchester) and Alan Bennett
(Health Protection Agency) gave presentations on the
various sampling methods that can be used to collect air
samples from bioaerosol sites and the evolution of these
methods over many years. Before deciding on a method
of air sampling it is necessary to consider the type of
biological species that it is desired to detect as this will
likely influence the choice of the air sampler. For
example it may be necessary to have some prior
information on the likely concentration range, the size of
the particle and whether it will remain viable in the
collection process if post collection culture is required
and the volume of air it will be required to sample. Four
commonly used bioaerosol sampling methods are; (1)
impactors where the sample is collected onto a solid
surface such as a culture plate, (2) impingers where the
sample is collected into a liquid, (3) cyclone samplers
where the sample is collected dry and, (4) filter samplers
which as the name suggest filter particles from the air
(Gandolfi et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2013). While their
physical and biological collection properties differ
considerably, all bioaerosol samplers have one thing in
common: None of them are capable of fully capturing all
bioaerosol species. For that reason all four samplers are
most certainly likely to qualitatively and quantitatively
underestimate the actual numbers of bioaerosols.
Attendees repeatedly emphasised a pressing need to
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on amplification of the sample, followed by either
Sanger-clone based sequencing, hybridisation to specific
probes or HTS methods to analyse the regions. Sangersequencing strategies have been successfully used by
Pashley et al. (2012) and others (Robertson et al., 2013)
for accurate fungal identification. However, this method
is laborious, requiring the picking of multiple clones
followed by ligation of the amplification product into a
suitable vector, making it unsuitable for routine
monitoring. Another method that has been explored is
amplification of products from these gene regions
followed by hybridisation to specific probes anchored in
a microarray format. Preliminary data (unpublished)
from Pashley and Gant has shown some utility in this
method. However, the level of diversity in the fungal
genome is low with often only a few single nucleotide
changes between species. This renders the design of
specific probes very challenging, particularly when they
require similar hybridisation characteristics in order to be
located on the same microarray for co-hybridisation.
Preliminary data indicates the method may be suitable
for genus identification where there is more diversity in
the genome sequences but difficult for the species level
where there is likely a high potential for the missidentification of species. Finally further deployment of
the method will be limited by its cost.
The cost effectiveness of HTS methods has led to this
being the preferred option for the molecular
identification of fungal species. It does not suffer from
the problem of a requirement for cloning and picking of
the amplified products and does not require complex
probe design and hybridisation. It does though require
careful optimisation of the bioinformatic pipeline for the
data to ensure that the correct species are being identified
and in the correct diversity. Application of this
methodology for bacterial sequencing utilising the 16S
ribosomal sub unit region (Janda and Abbott, 2007)
suggests that this is the method of choice and several
groups are now actively involved with development on
several HTS platforms. Initial application to defined
samples has shown substantial utility (Brown et al.,
2013; Tonge et al., 2013). This method holds the
greatest promise for the qualitative assessment of
fungal species in bioaerosols, but quantisation will
require further development. The reasons for this are
that these regions of the fungal genome are present in
multiple copies and the spores themselves are multicellular. It will be necessary to determine copy number
and cells per spore for each species of interest in order
for HTS methods to develop into quantitative tools.

address concerns about sample integrity during
collection, transportation and storage and the necessity
for longer sampling times and increase in the number of
samples. As concentration levels of bioaerosols can vary
dramatically there is also a need for better understanding
of the effect environmental factors may have on sample
efficiency. Finally, once the sample is collected then
there is the challenging task of identifying the species
present in the samples.
Catherine pashley (University of Leicester) provided
an overview of the various methods for the analysis of
fungal species in collected samples. Traditionally this
has been based on the microscopic analysis of spore trap
samples or culture analysis. Apart from being timeconsuming, labour intensive and expensive, results
obtained by culture methods represent only a small
fraction of the total bioaerosol diversity found in a
given environment (Gandolfi et al., 2013).
Furthermore bioaerosols not viable or culturable under
the imposed media conditions will not be detected,
thus producing a potential underestimate or distorted
picture of the health impact of bioaerosol exposures.
Microscopy based methods suffer many of the same
limitations in being laborious, time consuming and
prone to human error, as well as analysis being limited
to those species that are easily distinguished by their
appearance (Gandolfi et al., 2013).
Efforts to improve our understanding of the health
risks of bioaerosol exposures have therefore focussed on
developing new molecular approaches capable of
identifying bioaerosols regardless of their viability or
appearance. In developing new methods the focus has
first been on techniques that qualitatively improve the
qualitative recognition of fungal species, followed by
quantification. Particular attention has been given to
developing high-throughput molecular techniques, such
as High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) and
microarrays. All these methods take advantage of
genome sequence variation within large repeat arrays,
such as ribosomal DNA (rDNA) to differentiate fungi
at the species level. Three regions of the fungal genome
have potentially sufficient diversity amongst species to
allow their use in species recognition and quantification
(for a detailed review see (Lindahl et al., 2013)). These
are the Internal-Transcribed Spacer (ITS) regions and
the Large Subunit (LSU) regions (Fig. 1). These
regions can be amplified across species by virtue of the
conserved parts of the genome between them.
Generally
molecular
methods
for
fungal
identification that employ diversity of these regions rely
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Fig. 1. Variable regions of the fungal genome

It is not just speciation that is important in associating
adverse health effects with bioaerosols but also the
amount of the allergenic macromolecule in the sample
and mycotoxins. The all ergenicity of a bioaerosol is
dependent not only on the species distribution and
quantity in the sample but also the conditions under
which growth has taken place as the expression of
allergenic proteins can alter depending on the
environmental conditions in which growth occurs.
Analysis of these molecules using mass spectral
approaches was covered in some detail by Lennart
Larsson of the Lund University, Sweden. Dr Larsson
demonstrated how mass spectral approaches can be used
to detect proteins, carbohydrates and lipids in these
samples and also how this approach can be applied to
molecular epidemiological studies to examine
associations between particular fungal molecules and
adverse health outcomes.
The approaches outlined by Drs Pashley and Larsson
applied to samples offer substantial benefits to molecular
epidemiology and opportunities for causation to be
established between fungal species, allergenic molecules
and adverse health outcomes.

highlighted the crucial need to support and fund research
activities on indoor mold to address the recognised
health risks and associated public concern. Indoor mold
affects not only surfaces in the building but furnishings
and air quality. In particular there is a challenge with
damp affected buildings and a number of pathogenic
fungi have been detected in air collected from moisture
affected buildings. While studies have reported ill effects
in relation to indoor mold exposure, further research is
needed to better establish the causative species and
allergenic proteins resulting in the health effects. Indoor
mold affects not only buildings of poor quality but also
those affected by flooding events. Furthermore, it has
recently become apparent that modern buildings
designed to retain heat and save energy can present an
environment that encourages indoor mold growth. Indoor
molds grow at lower humidity and temperature levels
than are required for bacteria (Gravesen, 1979). This
means they are particularly well suited to growing in the
indoor environment. Reports indicate the prevalence of
indoor damp in Europe and North America to be 10-50%
(WHO, 2009). Others have estimated the figure closer to
20% (WHO, 2009). In either case this represents a
substantial amount of occupied living space. Moreover,
as described previously there currently are no
standardised methods for assessing bioaerosol species
and exposure, making interpretation of existing data
difficult, particularly across studies. For indoor mold
health effects the strongest link so far established is that
inhaling mold spores in residential or occupational
settings may cause allergic reactions (Engvall et al.,
2001; Fung et al., 2003; Karvala et al., 2008). Other
studies have also suggested a potential link between
exposure to mold spores, including many Aspergillus
species and the prevalence of asthmaand respiratory
infections (Denning et al., 2006; Moorman et al., 2011;
Mortensen et al., 2011). Finally, despite the fact that
myocotoxins and other fungal metabolites are known to

2.2. Bioaerosol Sources
Three areas of bioaerosol source were explored at the
workshop; indoor air, outdoor air and occupational
exposure that can encompass both indoor and outdoor
exposure. These were explored separately by three
speakers; Malcolm Richardson (University of
Manchester) dealt with the topics of indoor mold,
actinobacteria and allergy, Brian Crook (Health and
Safety Laboratory UK) addressed outdoor air sources
and composting and Wijnand Eduard (National Institute
of Occupational Health, Oslo) occupational exposure. In
all three of these areas there was an obvious need for
more research due to some fundamental deficiencies in
understanding. In particular, the workshop presentations
Science Publications
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be toxic, there is very little published information about
whether these metabolites are responsible for the health
effects reported by individuals in mold-damaged
buildings. There is clearly a great deal more work that
needs to be done in this area and quite urgently in
relation to modern building design and the increasing
occurrence of flooding events.
In recent years there has been a substantial increase in
composting activity for organic waste driven by a need
to reduce the amount of such waste being deposited in
landfill sites. Speakers and participants at the workshop
discussed the challenges and barriers to implementing
policies and measures regarding bioaerosol emissions
from composting sites. Bioaerosols generated from the
handling and processing of composted organic material
pose a potential health risk not only to the workers, but
also to nearby residents (see section 3, ‘health effects of
bioaerosols’). There exists considerable uncertainty over
exposures to bioaerosols from composting both for
workers and the public and therefore difficulties in
decision making to manage any risk. Part of this
uncertainty stems from an overall lack of understanding
associated with the difficulties mentioned above in the
identification and quantification of fungal species. This
has caused difficulties in conducting some research,
particularly molecular epidemiological research, on the
health effects of compost bioaerosols.
In addition to the diversity of organisms there is a
further challenge of secondary metabolites in the
bioaerosols emitted from composting facilities and the
diversity of the expression of allergenic proteins in the
same fungal species that may differ depending on the
growing environment. Moreover all sites are different
and have to be assessed individually. The concentration
and composition of bioaerosols emitted from composting
sites will depend on a number of site specific factors,
such as the type of waste, scale of operation, the design
of composting facility (indoors or outdoors) as well as
the stage in the composting process. These factors have
generally not been taken into consideration when
undertaking the risk assessment of facilities and more
research is urgently required to address these needs and
assess the risk to health to workers and those living in
the vicinity of these facilities. There was interest among
many of the participants to develop a source inventory
database of bioaerosols, similar to that developed for air
pollutant emissions by the United States (US)
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). It was felt that
such a database could assist in the determination of
bioaerosol risk from all sources.
Science Publications

2.3. Health Effects of Bioaerosols
The health effects of bioaerosols were addressed by
Debbie Jarvis (Imperial College) and Sherwood Berge
(Birmingham Heartlands Hospital). Adverse health
effects can be caused by many of the biological species
found in bioaerosols. The most common effects are
respiratory symptoms including wheeze, dyspnoea,
exacerbations of asthma and induction of respiratory
disease, sensitisation, allergic rhinitis and rare conditions
such as allergic alveoli is and hypersensitivity
pneumonitis (WHO, 2009). Referring to the WHO report
of 2009 Professor Jarvis made the important point that
there is sufficient epidemiological evidence to conclude
an association between indoor mold and asthma but not
enough to prove causation. Epidemiological intervention
studies indicate that dampness and associated indoor
mold exacerbate asthma in children (Mendell et al.,
2011). Professor Burge addressed the adverse health
effects of bioaerosol exposure in occupational settings
including sick building syndrome, metalworking and
refuse workers. The highest incidence of asthma
associated with occupational exposure has to date
been in metal workers and was correlated with a
change in composition of the metal working fluid
from an oil-based solution to a water-in-oil emulsion
that encouraged bioaerosols. Whilst demonstrating a
positive association, the causal organism has yet to be
identified. Professor Burge made the point that the
lack of facilities in clinical laboratories for the
detection of non-pathogenic organisms makes the
molecular epidemiology and analysis of patient
samples for allergenic species challenging.
For some bioaerosols the health related effect is not
allergenic but resembles influenza-like illnesses, for
example, Legionnaires’ disease, a potentially fatal form
of pneumonia caused by legionella bacteria, spread via
water droplets suspended in air often from enclosed
water systems (Bennett et al., 2013) and Q fever,
which starts as an influenza-like illness, caused by the
bacterium Coxiella burnetii, widespread among
livestock. A population outbreak can occur by
inhalation of contaminated dust or contact with
infected tissues, such an outbreak occurred in the
Netherlands from 2007-2010 due to infected goats on
a farm (Van der Hoek et al., 2012).
After metal workers the occupational setting most
associated with bioaerosol induced allergenic adverse
health effects is farming. The norwegian farmers study
found acute symptoms such as eye and nasal irritation
were associated with occupational exposure to
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endotoxins and fungal spores; chronic exposures from
fungal spores and ammonia were associated with nonatopic asthma and many bioaerosol agents were found to
be associated with chronic bronchitis and effects on lung
function (Eduard et al., 2001; 2009). Brian Crook
(Health and Safety Laboratory) summarised the main
components of bioaerosols at commercial composting
sites from bacteria (mainly Gram-negative), fungi
(mainly Aspergillus fumigatus), end toxins and parasitic
protozoa with potential health effects such as those
described above for individuals working at these sites but
noted that individuals not occupationally exposed were
less likely to be at risk (Domingo and Nadal, 2009). In
the UK, the environment agency is responsible for
regulation of these sites and notes that there is currently
limited research on the health effects for the local
communities living near composting site. However the
consensus from various studies is that bioaerosols from
composting activities decline rapidly within the first 100
metres from a site and generally decline to background
levels within 250 metres (EA, 2010).
Evidence suggests that indoor mold is associated with
respiratory symptoms such as increased asthma
development and exacerbation, dyspnoea, wheeze and
respiratory infections (Tonge et al., 2013). During the
workshop, Malcolm Richardson (University of
Manchester) explained how inhalation of spores and
toxic volatile metabolites, produced by filamentous
fungi, action bacteria and thermoactinomycetes leads to
irritation and non-specific symptoms in sensitive
persons. Exposure during infancy to specific molds
associated with damp has been associated with childhood
asthma at seven years of age (Reponen et al., 2012).
Whereas, more general increased microbial exposure
early in life might be considered protective as studies
have shown children who experienced a range of
microbial exposures have lower prevalence of asthma
and atopy (Douwes et al., 2006; Ege et al., 2011).
Despite the information from occupational and indoor
studies, fundamental questions still remain with regards
to the health effects of bioaerosols. Attendees agreed that
there is insufficient knowledge about health risks
associated with specific species and the variation in
human health responses. Those who are at risk from
developing health effects after bioaerosol exposures
include those with pre-existing respiratory disease,
children, the elderly and those with impaired immune
systems. However there is wide variability in individual
susceptibility to bioaerosol exposure. To understand this
variability more needs to be understood about the
penetration of the bioaerosols in the human respiratory
Science Publications

tract, the immune response and how genetic variation
may influence an individual’s response.
In order to understand the incidence of adverse health
outcomes associated with bioaerosols we need to be able
to relate the health response to exposure. The development
of standardised, objective measure of exposure and effect
are required. These should be easy to operate, cheap, high
throughput and suitable for use in large scale
epidemiological studies. Biological sampling, such as,
skin prick and blood sample tests for markers of immunity
(IgG/IgE or CD14), or even the use of less invasive
samples such as tears to measure immunological
responses need to be developed and validated.
Epidemiological studies also need to be designed to
include qualitative and quantitative measures of multiple
bioaerosol agents so that data can be collected on
exposures and responses to assist with risk assessment,
to guide treatment and to enable cost-benefit analysis for
the development of policy for prevention and
remediation. Such practical actions are well established
for indoor air but more research is needed to address
outdoor air exposures.

2.4. Extreme Events, Risk Assessment and
Mediation
Climate change is expected to cause more frequent
occurrences of extreme weather events such as increases
in flooding, thunderstorms and temperature rises. These
events are likely to lead to changes in bioaerosol type as
the environmental conditions impact the growth of
species differently and their expression of allergenic
macromolecules. Therefore these events could result in
new pollen and fungi sensitizations causing an increase
in cases of respiratory allergy (Kennedy and Smith,
2012). For example flooded properties, once the waters
have receded, present an ideal environment especially in
warmer climates for increased indoor mold growth. For
example studies of homes undergoing renovation after
hurricane Katrina showed high levels of Penicillium,
Aspergillus and Paecilomyces (Chew et al., 2006).
Increases in temperature may encourage the growth
of different plants species including those known to have
allergenic properties, for example, varieties of ragweed,
which are associated with increased prevalence of
allergic reactions and asthma. Earlier and longer
pollination seasons are also likely to occur causing more
pollen to be produced and released over longer periods
increasing the duration of symptoms for sufferers
(Kennedy and Smith, 2012). Extreme weather events,
particularly thunderstorms, can induce severe asthma
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attacks in a subgroup of asthmatics (D’Amato et al.,
2005). This may, in part, be explained by the close
temporal association between the arrival of a
thunderstorm, a rise in airborne pollen concentrations
and the onset of asthmatic symptoms (Marks et al.,
2001). There is also the possibility that pollen grains in
the humid conditions of the thunderstorm rupture leading
to a greater release of their cytoplasmic content which
contain the allergenic proteins (D’Amato et al., 2005).
Particulate Matter (PM), Ozone (O3) and other air
pollutants are associated with effects on respiratory
health (as well as on cardiovascular health) and exposure
to both air pollutants and pollen may exacerbate
respiratory symptoms of allergy. Gennaro D’Amato
(University of Naples) explained that binding of air
pollutants to pollen grains, or other plant-based
allergens, can initiate airway inflammatory events, that
may lead toincreased airway permeability and increased
airway responsiveness to bioaerosols (D’Amato et al.,
2005; 2011). If the air quality monitoring networks
were linked with an extended and improved national
pollen network to monitor the changes in pollen type
and count, our exposure assessment of these types of
interactions would be enhanced.

bioaerosol either acts as a cloud condensation nucleus or
ice nucleus thereby forming a new hydrometeor. Below
cloud wet deposition rates increase with bioaerosol size,
whilst in cloud wet deposition rates are more
complicated depending on a combination of bioaerosol
size and composition (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012). The
detailed microphysics of bioaerosol cloud interactions
ispoorly understood (Griffiths et al., 2012; Morris et al.,
2011). Clouds can also affect bioaerosol dispersion by
suppressing insolation and hence reduce the mixing in
the boundary layer. The re-suspension of ground
deposited bioaerosols is possible through mechanical
action such as strong winds and road traffic induced
turbulence. However there has been little research
undertaken which assesses this route of bioaerosol
dispersion. The relative efficiency of these different
processes is critically dependent upon the size of
individual organisms, or the particles to which they are
attached. Bacteria (ca 1 µm diameter) and viruses (<1
µm diameter) typically have quite long atmospheric
lifetimes, potentially of days, while whole pollen grains
(typically >10 µm diameter) are mostly subject to rapid
removal, with fungal spores (ca 5-15 µm diameter)
behaving in an intermediate fashion.
The particle size, shape and morphology of
bioaerosols are not static within the atmosphere. Many
bioaerosols are hygroscopic, in that their water content is
dependent upon the relative humidity. The typically large
size of some bioaerosols and hence higher deposition
rates, generally results in the majority of bioaerosols
depositing close to their sources. Field measurements of
the bioaerosol release from large composting facilities
show that the bioaerosol concentration typically falls to
background levels within 250m of the composting site as
a result of dispersion and deposition (Swan et al., 2003).
However attendees noted that long range transport of
bioaerosols does occur and can be crucially important to
the dispersion of pathogens on the global and continental
scales (Brown et al., 2002). Modelling studies have
shown that bioaerosol concentrations typically have local
or regional sources, but intermittently long distance
transport from more remote regions can provide
significant enhancements to the concentration. Dr Skjøth
presented the example of the concentration of Alternaria
spores measured in Copenhagen which were shown to
result from local crop harvesting in Denmark and more
distant regions (Skjøth et al., 2012). Various models
exist which can be used to predict the dispersion of
bioaerosols. The major difficulty in the use of
atmospheric chemistry transport models is correctly
describing complex source functions (see section 2)

2.5. Bioaerosol Dispersion and Modelling
Three speakers, Jon West (Rothamsted Research),
Carsten Ambelas Skjøth (National Pollen and
Areobiology Research Unit, University of Worcester)
and Ian Hall (Health Protection Agency) addressed
modelling and dispersion of bioaerosols. In a risk
assessment of adverse health outcomes attributable to
bioaerosols an accurate measure of exposure is required.
This will encompass both effective sampling and
analysis, both of which are challenges as articulated
above. In addition to this, however, a necessity is to
understand how a bioaerosol is dispersed under different
weather conditions from an area source.
The physics governing the dispersion and transport of
bioaerosols is similar to that of other aerosol types. Dr
Skjøth explained that the main factors that determine
dispersion of aerosols from a point source are horizontal
wind speed and vertical mixing due to atmospheric
turbulence. Bioaerosols are removed from the
atmosphere through both dry and wet deposition. Dry
deposition is a function of density, shape and size of the
bioaerosol
(Aylor,
2003).
Larger
bioaerosols
preferentially deposit due to higher settling velocities.
Wet deposition occurs ‘below cloud’ where the
bioaerosol is caught by impaction with a falling
hydrometeor (rain, hail, snow) or ‘in cloud’ where the
Science Publications
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which are highly heterogeneous both spatially and
temporally (Jones et al., 2004). Future modelling
capabilities require information on how bioaerosol
source functions adapt to changing climates and global
warming (Harrison et al., 2005). Moreover if bioaerosols
interact with living creatures via inhalation then the
dispersion of the bioaerosol within the respiratory system
also needs to be considered. The respiratory system can
efficiently filter various aerosol sizes through impaction
and diffusion (Van Ertbruggen et al., 2005).
To generate more confidence in the modelling of
bioaerosols more field and modelling inter-comparison
studies are required. Tracer release measurements would
be useful to quantify local point source dynamics,
especially if reliable molecular markers could be
identified. It is possible that existing data sets of nonbiological materials could be used as bioaerosol
surrogates for understanding the dispersal mechanisms.
Improved modelling will also allow for better placement
of sampling sites and networks.

outcomes were sub-sequentially captured in a research call
from the National Environment Research Council;
Environmental Microbiology and Health with a total value
for bioaerosol research in these two areas of $4.4 million
(£2.6 million). Projects awarded under this scheme are due
to commence in April 2015. The specificity of this
funding call to the particular areas of need identified from
this workshop is testament to the quality of the workshop
and the input from participants.
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